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Foreword 

 

This book is a selected collection of writing 

done over the past few years. I can only 

express gratitude that these varied expressions 

found their place together in a bind, and the 

credit goes far beyond my own scattered 

musings. Indeed, these writings would not 

have happened had I not the guidance, 

support and encouragement of friends and 

family. In particular, I am deeply indebted to 

my friend, Andreas Gripp, for showing how 

poetry is practiced, performed and lived.  

 

With communication and its effects on 

relationalities as a recurring theme in the 

book, I am grateful to access poetry, as among 

many gifts, it offers reflection, renewal and 

response. Such expressions have the potential 

to lead to new pathways, raise points for 

dialogue and creative possibilities, so I do 

welcome your expressions, should you like to 

share them.   

 

 

Farrukh Chishtie 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ikebana 

 

Beauty, laid out, 

arranged, pruned, 

dissimilar 

colours bunched 

and tied like us 

once together. 
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Snowflake Sleep 

 

Turned gently 

a heart into 

cloudy atmospheres 

and her being 

 

floats into falling 

swirling, rotating 

fluttering, twirling 

mesmerizing, beating 

 

slowly landing 

 

into an eyelash 

meeting eyelash 

opening a world of 

color 

 

of flowers in dewdrops 

and honeybees afloat 

of gentle grassy beds 

a snowflake losing 

 

itself 

 

in her balmy dream. 
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2:07 

 

His eyes opened suddenly. Despite trying, he 

could not get back to usual – and nostalgic  – 

hometown-sunny-beach dreams. Sensing a 

cold waft, he got up, with blurry fluorescent 

digital symbols registering 2:07 AM some-

where. Stumbling towards the window, he 

parted the curtain gingerly. Strange white 

deposits at the open edge intruded his sleep 

more. “What?!” He parted the curtains 

completely. Innumerate, rushing, sparkling 

snowflakes jolted him completely awake now.  

Mesmerized by first visuals of a graceful dance 

choreographed between buoyancy and free 

fall, he opened the window completely. He had 

seen this action only in films. “What strange 

fluff that was!” Breathing the crisp air, flakes 

melting on his face, he dressed up quickly to 

walk outside with waking, newfound joys.  
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In-between  

 

I. 

 

I saw you gracefully drop 

 

not like a raindrop 

or a snowflake 

but liminally through 

a frozen-melting 

space of in-between 

 

half gliding, partly sliding 

not lost  

nor found 

and I cannot imagine 

rain or snow 

when in your presence 

 

I find the present  

and see and feel them 

 

both in essence 

 

II. 

 

Following the spinning, bouncing yellow, 

my feet sprint fast, releasing a forehand 

topspin racquet-thwack of an arcing shot.  
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As your majestic, swerving serve forces  

backhands, defensive slicing, leanings,  

I marvel at your brushed strokes painting lines. 

                                                                                                              

When flowing back-and-forth ends, Love-all 

grants us bliss, for our ‘game-set-match’ 

hurrahs. 

 

III. 

 

Dearest, 

a refreshing morning 

to those doe-eyes, 

and wishes for spring-feet of 

deer for the coming day, 

so jump, let today go 

of tears, 

fears 

and peers, 

in celebration 

of a new language 

we have made 

with words and presence, 

where I lose my named 

names, 
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where our feet 

interlace and ankles 

talk and 

fingers fit and hold tight speaking warmth 

and lips meet and welcome each other 

beyond formal  

greetings ... 

  

its new, and only ours, 

defies hidden experts, 

 

  people who think 

they know me and you 

but how can they ever 

speak this language 

we only speak and share 

  

it may be lost now, 

like many things precious 

to me, 

but to try for this love is worth it,  

and what beauty to 

join and enjoin 

with you into a being new,  

meaningfully into new meanings, 

into us, far more than 

I can ever be ... 
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IV.  

 

Our “mutually agreed upon” silence is 

deafening sometimes. In my mind’s ears, it’s 

the point when the dissonance of that terrible 

crisis overcomes your sweet, harmonious 

voice. I still remember your singing when we 

first met in a classroom. Nationalities, 

privileges, and so many imagined 

categorizations apart. Yet, we ended up 

crossing bridges, connecting and even 

developing our own lived language. Or so I                                                                    

think. No, I fantasize. Yes, it’s true to an extent, 

but only you can ever be the witness to our 

words and truth. Anyhow, beyond emotional 

rationalist reconstructions, whatever beautiful 

we made, started to fade after that horrific 

event. You left immediately that day to be with 

your family and I, left alone, amongst countless 

others had to wade through interrogations, 

profiling and registrations. Passing these with 

flying colors healed nothing. Nothing that I 

actually was or contributed was taken in a 

positive light. Your friends and family still 

thought me unsafe and further speculated on 

other negative possibilities. My repeated, 

monotonic appeals regarding our shared love,  
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history, language and connection ultimately 

felt like “idealist bull” to you at our last 

meeting. The disconnection and distance was 

palpable with you shielding it with newly 

coined State-sponsored discourses of 

“security,” “harsh realities” and so on. We 

decided then and at your insistence, to keep a 

no-contact policy for the benefit of "all 

concerned.” Still, your singing goes on and I am 

learning how to keep all those dissonances at 

bay. 

 

V.  

 

If phantoms were dreams,  

and slumber just imagined escapes,                                                                      

there would be much content each night, 

but the day brings pain, 

and real or not, 

a barren shore I bathe in,  

where water floods my eyes, 

and tears at the loss of you, 

grew you did, becoming me, 

apart, you are still mine to bear. 
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Light in Darkness                                                                          

 

Dusk comedy 

rejoicing in flaws, 

 

nothing itself to own 

and spread outward, 

stomping itself on others, 

 

this lost weight talk, 

in caricatures colored, 

society painted satirical, 

reality bargained 

with science’s accurate misses, 

 

all the while 

appealing spiritual alms 

in funded palms 

while I beg 

ringing, billing, bell to stop, 

in intravenous coffee blitzes blocks. 

 

In this shadow play, 

mercifully bare, 

awakening acceptances 

of connections, to ruptures 

 

still not, need not covered 

by blanket existentialisms,  
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the need 

to reconnect 

to the light of others 

 

still greater 

 

and so I pray, 

meditate 

darkness away, 

 

to these illuminating shadows I say, stay! 

 

In disarray, your dreary projections 

hold, focus, remain inwards  

your sway. 
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Night Shift 

 

I am quite enjoying the night shift at the gas 

station. This is a nice surprise, as getting 

enough sleep afterwards during the day is of 

course a problem, but this a much better 

environment than my previous job, a relentless 

Kentucky Fried Chicken outlet. Here, it 

becomes somewhat tranquil after 2 am. The 

typical rush for gasoline and booze subsides. 

Afterwards, I am able get into a self-paced 

groove of stocking up the cooler and mopping 

up the floors with flow. Though there are 

lower sales during the night, getting the 

station ready for the day is my main role which 

I am quite proud of doing well.  

 

There is music along the stillness of night, 

questions and enlightening insights to 

accompany me! I never thought about such 

things earlier. For example, why did they label 

me an “immigrant” back home and force me to 

leave? Why is my home country so behind in 

providing basic services, such as education 

which is commonplace here? Besides these 

strange musings,   I usually dial into  KROQ-FM,  

a radio station located in Pasadena. This 

station usually rewards me with all kinds of 

new  music.    Though  sometimes  hearing  this    
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“alternative” stuff is discomforting, it does 

shift my previous preferences, and is 

ultimately quite rewarding.  

 

Even my spoken English is adapting well to the 

local vernacular. Well, tell you what: I 

experienced a near Eddie Murphy re-

enactment, where I inadvertently returned the 

“F-word” in an argument to a belligerent 

customer. To my surprise, he finally got my 

message with this magical word! I am using 

this once feared and “abuse word” back home 

with abandon and conviction, noting a 

genuine, joyous release in expressing my 

heartfelt frustration and anger. 

 

Of course, some days it’s tough to get through 

with just a few hours of sleep, but it’s kind of 

nice doing this and finding my place with 

fellow night dwellers, including the homeless, 

immigrants and others. Yet usual sleep cycles 

and people living their lives during the day are 

encouraging me to work towards a “regular” 

life. Why should I go back to that dull shift 

when I am so satisfied now? 
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Monsoon and the Play 

 

A joyous flutter, 

mere thought of drops, 

a July London thunder 

claps my ears open, 

my thoughts backward 

in wonder 

  

as mind flits and flips, 

eyes squint into narrowness, 

bringing water  

and Karachi, 

its sea and streets light up 

within, 

 

living these signs now, 

feeling hope 

in a wind turning opposite, 

 

sudden clouds gathering, clustering, 

a black screening 

behind white minarets. 

 

Beating down an unforgiving heat 

shielding its villainous rule, 

a heroic pulsing percussion   

resurrecting sweet smells of soil 

calling out a supporting cast, 

to soak in its play.  
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Dressing without rehearsals, 

its actors and actresses 

ready to celebrate, 

jumping up and down 

to perform the grand reopening 

of “Monsoon.” 

 

And it blatantly screens skin, 

flowing with little beads, 

arms outstretching, rising in crescendos, 

lost in hazy sheens of fluid pins 

sounding louder than any one  

delightful scream. 

 

Splashing water in private pools, 

imagining no school, no work, 

living and acting in the Monsoon, 

directed clouds, by heavenly playwrights, 

spring acts of life in speechless guise. 

  

Still those rains rain away, 

now this far apart in body,  

time and space 

yet rejoined to flow within 

a mindful filming of senses  

re-acting, living. 
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Rain Song 

  

Slippery gifts 

wrapped in  

dim light 

filling eyes, 

flowering 

life. 

 

Brown soil 

glows fresh, 

sprouting green, 

releasing air 

glistening 

life. 

 

Feathery ones’ 

burdens 

shed today, 

flying on by 

(en)chanting 

life. 
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Hear and Now 

 

How can I let these sunny, 

magical days be filled by  

thunderous clouds, 

a distant dewiness? 

 

Slow hours, beating seconds, 

beautiful moments with her 

and her laughter, 

waving me in a gentle stir. 

 

I cannot let imagined darkness 

stifle me now, still me blue, 

when she breathes spring-green-calm, 

her silence utters a breezy balm. 

 

I cannot spoil this gift, 

her lightness, harmony and kindness, 

with sunken deepness, 

unfathomable sadness.  

 

Worlds will crash into flames, 

news will be cast in doomsday frames. 

I cannot let them drown, this time,  

this now, now found, 

 

this seashell of melodious sound. 
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Our Embankments Hold No More 

 

When tragedy in a rainfall 

Beleaguers a nation’s downfall 

Glacially melting into a river roaring 

Washing away with it big and small 

 

And the embankments hold no more, 

Much lost forever, account less arrears, 

 

To reach for safety, 

To recognize rootedness with frailty, 

Replant our feet with greenery, 

Replenish without resorting to 

A careless cutting cruelty 

 

Trees connect, hold floods, 

Mindlessly cut them not  

To create, 

 

Defenseless disconnection 

In-between 

 

Stop 

 

For our 

Riverbanks 

Cannot hold  

More 
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Splitter 

 

How you drone 

through humans, machines, 

mark bodies 

with shrapnel flings, 

violate and separate 

homes into homeless 

and still not content 

 

Godly debt 

calls you further 

 

try 

try and try again, 

still you will 

never breach 

a spirit 

or 

split the soul 

within. 
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Gratitude for Coffee 

 

If whirling Sufis found your seeds holy   

for reaping wind in sails to divineness,   

where does my profane heart ritually reach? 

As sparkling dark aroma fills my breath,   

your sharp kicks begin knocking off stupor; 

the sweet and bitter of living enters 

with sips of a black elixir so spry. 

While Jane’s Addiction  

blares “Un-der-ground” now, 

startle, jolt me ready for covert clues.   
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The Weekend 

 

I. 

 

The weekend has become a welcome respite 

from hectic demands across bleak days; 

and “they” coldly record and extract output. 

Hounded aplenty by ever-spawning tasks 

which chase and bark me up this tall calm tree, 

return to their unfilled boxes for a while.  

Then, a warm treehouse shields me  

for two days from such multiplying  

and chasing toils. 

 

 

II.  

 

“The General wants to see you – now!” the 

caller asserted. The scientist got baffled at 

these sudden demands; right now he was in 

the middle of important calculations. He 

managed to grab a notebook and pen while 

rushing out. “Sir, Good Morning Sir … you 

asked for me?” The retired General, somewhat 

amused by the nervous double salutation, 

asked him to sit down. “I reviewed your 

proposal for the Astronomy lab. I want to 

inform you that I cannot allocate funding for it 

this year.”  
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The scientist felt his heart sinking fast. His 

experience informed that typically powerful 

people have no respect for reason and facts – 

unless, of course, these align with their 

agenda. “Sir, I respect your decision, however, 

this  is  the  second year  this  lab is denied.  We  

are a public sector university and this lab will 

help our students learn a fundamental area 

required by the curriculum. I am just asking for 

the essentials. The entire cost of the lab is just 

0.2% of the entire budget …. ” “Stop it right 

there!” interrupted the General just as the 

figures started. “The whole venture is 

USELESS! Why do we need such glorified 

binoculars which you call telescopes? We need 

labs serving national interest, so I’ve 

reallocated the funds to another, deserving 

budget head!” Flabbergasted at this 

commanding tone, the scientist nevertheless 

marched on to his own dying beat. “…The 

military takes more than half of the national 

budget for defense purposes. Why are you 

directing public funding back to your former 

division’s interests?” That did it. “Get out of 

my office now!” the General demanded, 

frothing at the mouth.  
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Later that evening, the scientist received a 

courteous letter relieving him of his duties. For 

such a light reaction to his sentences, he 

thanked his lucky stars and moved on deeper 

into actual work.    

 

 

III. 

 

What say you marching all elegant, 

misery is still coated and drummed in well 

with dominance from a different seat  

and suit of power  

restricting again our tired souls 

commanding all our brethren-turned-soldiers 

against our raised voices  

leeching us still with exceptional laws. 

This army of all armies 

custom-made for organizational caretaking  

and religious sighing 

for sustaining a poor man’s craft  

with force of doubt 

continued wars on minds’ territories, 

huddling our existence in boundaries 

as fodder 

for a uniform stay in power. 
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IV.  

 

And whence, the ammunition is unloaded, 

be it not my thoughts and toils for your                                        

plans to bastardize knowledge for destruction, 

so, against your most violent machinations, 

I resign.  
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A plea to Poseidon  

(or “On the 26th October, 2015 earthquake”) 

 

Poseidon, I plead you again, to heed   

your waves sprouting jagged Underworlds,  

brutally flailing our constructs; swaying  

us on taut puppet strings. Wreaking havoc  

this time: tomorrow is still left seismic.  

 

Your rubble rousing roar echoes through my  

body; stretched by San Andreas faults to  

ground razing Indian-Eurasian fights.  

This quaking fragment is all ears, and now  

aftershocks titrate it for the Big One.  
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Release  

 

As the even Shadow sends odds to Self,  

release from a black hole Monday begins.   

With past dragging relived and left behind, 

a dark energy rush frees me to grow.  

Lost once in black and white lodges of yore, 

released on to bright, emergent colours; 

the future opens as feeling reconnects,   

and reason revel our fluidity.    

With the freezing dichotomies melting,  

I start by flowing through borders again. 
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Reaching the poet 

 

Reaching you, O forlorn Poet, is arduous, 

quivering, unkempt and afar, disowned,  

by my split mind, and its sanity forces.  

Protecting, yet isolating a soul,  

shackling the Self from harsher lies and truths, 

though still, at times, your golden voice 

escaped.  

 

Healing now, we own and free each other 

from past divides, merging into One.  
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His Harmonious Home 

 

A wind of change is lulling him asleep, 

with failures of yesteryear left for good, 

wafting his walk slowly towards a reprieve 

from their sticky bogs of “could” and “should.”  

 

Pleased with his arrival to hopes and wishes, 

this nomad finds them a harmonious home, 

and owns too those eerie wraiths  

as self’s edges, 

onlookers mocking this as some syndrome.  

 

Wherefore did they find this entertainment? 

As tragedies befell and heaped ruthlessly, 

one shock to next – 

yet this crowd’s blandishment 

yearns such surprise and endless release.   

 

Misfortunes had fed their bloated thrill; 

stilled, he rests for what he has to fulfill.    
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Sukh Chayne for Sukaina 

 

Can I really bid farewell  

to such hide-and-seek words, 

shiny and verdant upon turning each corner, 

and when found, fluttered like leaves  

in wind-flourished branches,  

dancing and shouting to seek more  

where they flow. 

 

How do I replace this hush-inducing dirge  

in my tone? 

And fling happiness like a child  

so alive and aware, 

calling me out to a chase through fields  

of uncut grass, 

lose this elderly self huffing  

in such a lively enunciation air.  

 

How shall I feel again such youthful vivacity, 

spring-like, metropolis verbiage bright  

as our once-bright city? 

Oh why so far do we have to seek and leave, 

those chattering streets, loud roads  

and finally ourselves,  

 

into this cold, silent and final heartless 

reprieve.  
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Dear Sukaina,  

play now under the humming boughs  

of heavenly sukh chayne, 

bless me with the hyperactivity  

of rosy alchemists, 

a playful will to plant feverishly fresh articles, 

and earthly trees that call out your name, 

not totally in vain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This poem is dedicated to a dear friend, Ms. 

Sukaina Mohsin Ali, who passed away all too 

suddenly one night.  

 

 

*“Sukh Chayne” means peace and calm in 

Urdu. It is also an indigenous tree species in 

Pakistan.  
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An Earthly Portal 

 

Ajar, the door of a brimming labor of love, 

cleared and yet spilled over, 

with “This can’t wait”  

and “This can wait” folders, 

artful tea stains. 

 

Cut to the chase talk, 

about the state of the Indian subcontinent, 

a drafted answer  

to a Physical Review referee  

and his oracular judgment, 

and the health of a super-intelligent dog  

that craves the joy of a car ride, 

decoding words are spelled out  

to his exclusion on somber trips, 

killing entire covert operations. 

 

Snapshots of our past lives, 

carefully exposed and encased  

in self-pity-free frames of reference, 

“Forget and get over it” attitudes, 

a window full of snow  

blocking the rugged view, 

laughter and sobriety matched to march over 

the great divide between Applied Mathematics 

and Physics. 
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Music dimmed at my entrance, 

“No, I like it, don’t turn it down,”  

never quite entertained, 

a worn smile that tells me you have to pack 

and leave, to awaiting students  

or a family to cook for, 

D’vorah’s new play, a new singing part, 

a guitar practice evening,  

a restful Sabbath to look forward to. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dedicated to the memory of Prof. Victor Elias, 

a colleague and mentor. 
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The Shining Path 

 

Charcoal pages reaching unseen colours, 

hopes listening in silent awe  

from such glimpses, 

a child-scrawl search for other-worldly sights, 

pencil strokes scribbling in  

such graceful flights. 

 

Reality of way in physically bounding 

straitjackets, 

minds of clay braver still to move  

in Gedanken experiment, 

this yearning calling for further revelation  

of His divine art, 

a Creator you worshipped/loved  

with an awakened mind and heart. 

 

No flowering a desert spontaneously  

with switching signs, 

instead empowering it  

with protected lightness from above, 

logs alongside a massive top  

and peasantry counter terms to release, 

a shining path fixed and rebuilt  

without the usual hierarchy disease.    
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This shimmering dream, yet to be seen, 

a supreme triumph of the quantum  

over classical, 

with complete lightness bringing together 

broken classes, 

the minute and insignificant  

releasing all generations of masses. 

 

Many such roads you treaded  

in awe of the Infinite, 

turf war modes fought and forgotten, 

with the Vector in Victor  

always finding some new trail, 

your soul called out to reveal  

and release itself from its final veil. 

 

Now lightness and light fill your eternal path, 

how righteousness and right  

provide protection against burdens, 

free from illusions of earthly gains and losses, 

no rolling grass, no stones cast  

and no gathering of mosses. 

 

 

 

Dedicated to the memory of Prof. Victor Elias,  

a colleague and mentor. 
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The Turtle King 

 

The stone sat still, emerged,  

as your glowing throne, 

basking in all the day-glory  

as you quietly shone. 

 

A scaly black neon aura  

stalling chosen tracks of belief, 

melting away metal art oxymorons  

drowning downtowns in grief. 

 

My restless mind  

meditated on the fly, 

quietened by a glistening crown  

stretching towards blue sky. 

 

But pearls of bliss were thrown  

at curiosity’s dirty demand, 

a devoted courtier losing his place  

with a hasty reprimand. 

 

Punished for breaking your spell  

with the holy Ra, 

a slumbered stagger mistaken  

as the hare’s final flaw. 
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Aesop bet rightly  

on your steady majestic crawl, 

while I lost you to a majestic  

watery-winged flight and my gall. 
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On Our Lasting Marriage 

 

When this labor of love demands to groom, 

a passion to improve openly strives,  

for this lifelong wedlock to Art still thrives,  

elating a poor life from haunting doom.  

 

In darkest times, your strong harboring stare   

sails expression vessels freeing burdens,  

untying Gordian knots to past shipwrecks,  

while calming the fierce rocking by despair.  

 

How joyful to grasp you anew in forms,  

though thoughts drove a taboo bond  

at the start;  

calmly composed, we now try matching norms  

with wild tangents and progress of our heart  

which beats softly  

through tearing, noise-filled storms, 

failing again in breaking us apart. 
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Ode to an Eagle’s Path 

 

You soar and glide through skies  

to blithely free this vision  

clear from earthly fixations  

with spectacular ascents,  

graceful swoops,   

and stretched serene wings  

beaming with balance.  

 

After being swept by beaked majesty,  

your gusty aura feeds  

and urges me to scale fresh heights, 

unmapped peaks.  

 

As wind charges stern flights,  

steely talons prey,  

unleashing lightning strikes,  

and I am awestruck by your Eco-nomy.  

 

When you inspire to such paths, O Eagle,  

I too rise from ashen perversities.  
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Entering Foggy Veils  

 

I. 

 

While the fog outside is formidable,  

our embodiments now meet to resolve,  

and render cross-understandings stable;  

still, filthy political smears devolve.  

 

With variance in cultures dividing,  

though the cold air we breathe  

is globally shared,  

passing through lung borders  

while catching excess damp  

with toxins clouding it  

numbed.  

 

Filled with grassroot thoughts,  

feelings with sciences  

against emissions,  

fossilizing ways  

to robotic burning of resources,  

we climb from this mad slide  

to better days.  

 

So, skeptics of renewing love:  

Pretend! 

While we enter foggy veils  

to transcend.  
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II. 

 

A flutter of hopeful color 
in a world darkening with chaos      

from theories to violent hurricanes  
yet cause and effect blooms flowers 
all given to such nature’s wonders  
encapsulated in wondrous wings  

delicate, encompassing 
life 

death 
                                                         r                               c 
                                                                     e                            y 
                                                                         f                        c 
                                                                            i                   l 
                                                                               n           e 

         e       s 
in 

gentle  
renewal 

and our signs in signifiers, signified in signatures 
of hope, lost, found, in everyday trajectories of ambition, 
building castles destroying air, crashes cashing on chokes, 

and a first in this line of construction and destruction, 
a passing away, winged delicateness still in demise,  

beauteous connections, kissing flowerings lost, 
love this real, too poisoned to breathe,  

must not fall to endless greed,  
too divided to be, and, 

neither should  
we 
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Sukh Chayne II 

 

Lime green petal leaves 

shining away darkened weaves 

in a sparkling shade, 

alive, Sukh Chayne, 

may its blessings arise, 

again, yet again. 
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